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Tournus makes a complete range of plate serving trolleys for all types
of use: 

PLATE DISPENSERS

On each trolley, the dispensers for the piles of plates are removable.
The trolley interiors are radiused at bottom and sides, with drainage
from the bottom, so cleaning is very easy.

The dispensers are easy to adjust according to the diameter of the
plates, simply by changing the position of the three guide wires, with no
need for tools.

Easy to use

- Heated trolleys for one or two piles of plates.
- Neutral trolleys for one or two piles.
- “Universal” trolleys” with a rectangular platform, that can be neutral 

or heated, for all types of crockery (bowls, saucers, oval or round
plates).

- Built-in distributors, neutral or heated.

Practical

The range consists of trolleys for baskets of glasses and trolleys for
trays. 

The platform edges on the trolley are flattened to avoid any risk of cuts
for the user. The mobile part of the trolleys is guided by 4 guide rolls
fitted on ball bearings, to guarantee platform stability and excellent
durability for the whole.

The presentation level is adjusted according to the weight of the
glasses or trays by adding or removing springs, which are easily
accessible under the cover. One of the trolleys comes with side guides
to optimise stacking of the plates as they leave the conveyor. An
optional cutlery dispenser is proposed, and is easily fixed to the trolley
with two screws (capacity: 3 GN 1/3 containers).
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A wide range

Very efficient
Thanks to the extremely powerful heating elements installed in the heated
models, and the highly efficient rock wool insulation, the trolley heats up
quickly and the temperature inside is very even in all areas. So power
consumption is optimised.

GLASS OR TRAY DISPENSERS

Heated trolley

Universal trolley

Trolley with side guides

Removable element

Tray trolley

Cutlery dispenser
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- Stainless steel construction
- Interior angles radiused to make cleaning easier.
- Steering handle made of stainless steel tube, 

diameter Ø 25 mm.
- 4 moulded polyethylene protective buffers
- For plates Ø 180 to 290 mm, stacking 

height 580 mm, i.e. about 60 plates.

References Trolleys Overall dimensions
W x l x h (mm)

808 171 heated trolley, 1 pile of plates, with lid 530 x 485 x 900
808 172 heated trolley, 2 piles of plates, with lids 960 x 485 x 900

808 177 heated trolley, 2 piles of plates, with lids for plates Ø 215 to 320 mm 990 x 520 x 900
808 181 neutral trolley, 1 pile of plates 530 x 485 x 900
808 182 neutral trolley, 2 piles of plates 960 x 485 x 900
808 201 neutral universal trolley 960 x 485 x 900
808 205 heated universal trolley with lid 960 x 485 x 900
808 231 neutral serving element, 1 pile of plates Ø 380 x  h : 740
808 235 heated serving element, 1 pile of plates, with lid Ø 380 x  h : 740

- Stainless steel construction
- Platform thickness 12/10ths mm.
- Mobile part guided by 4 guide rolls 

on ball bearings, presentation level adjusted
by adding or removing springs depending on the
weight of the glasses or trays.

- Steering handle made of stainless steel tube, 
diameter Ø 25 mm.

- 4 moulded polyethylene protective buffers.
-4 x Ø 125 mm swivelling wheels with polyamide
cover.

References Trolleys Capacity Overall dimensions
W x l x h (mm)

Platform internal
dimensions L x l (mm)

808 102 glass trolley 6  baskets height 115 mm
or 10 baskets height 75 mm 817 x 545 x 930 510 x 510

808 105 tray trolley 140 trays 817 x 545 x 930 540 x 380

808 106 tray trolley with side guides 140 trays 817 x 545 x 930 540 x 380

808 109 trolley for ABS trays 140 trays 860 x 545 x 930 610 x 410

PLATE DISPENSERS 

GLASS OR TRAY DISPENSERS 

- Plate support tray with 3 guide wires, presentation 
level adjusted by adding or removing springs 
depending on the weight of the plates.

- Transparent polycarbonate lids on the heated 
trolleys, stainless steel lids on the universal
trolleys (as an option on the neutral trolleys).

-4 x Ø 125 mm swivelling wheels with polyamide
cover, of which 2 are braked.

Specific features of the heated trolleys : 
- Switched on by On/Off switch with lamp.
- Heating controlled by mechanical thermostat

adjustable from 0°C to 90°C.
- Spiral cable (maximum stretch 2 metres) with 

moulded plug.
- Heated by 2 stainless steel shielded 

heating elements fitted on the sides.
- Power rating 800 W (1 pile), 1500 W (2 piles),

voltage 230 V.

For all types of glass baskets and all sizes of serving trays: 460 x 360, 
480 x 370, 530 x 325 mm. Maximum load 150 kg. The mobile platform comes to rest against the lower part of
the trolley from 90 kg upwards.


